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Building with Light 

Du ring the post-war period photography consolidated its 

rote as the primary means of architectural communication 

and helped to establish Modernism as the new architectural 

orthodoxy. As, with sorne notable exceptions. few of the 

photographers who had dominated the architectural scene 

before the war enjoyed significant careers thereafter- Mark 

Dell retired in 1946; F.S. Lincoln's business fizzled out; Jan 

Kamman's archive was destroyed in a bombing raid - this 

was targely accomplished by a new. younger generation of 

architectural photographers. White much of their production 

in the war-ravaged areas of Europe and the Far East cham

pioned the economie and social benefits of reconstruction. 

architectural photography became a tess cohesive, more 

protean genre. Whereas in the nineteenth century it had 

tended to meld into topography, now it was just as likely to 

dissolve at one extreme into lite style and at the other into 

treatment of the environment. the space between and 

around buildings or what in contemporary partance was 

dubbed 'townscape'. 

The period also witnessed a progressive blurring of the 

boundaries between photography and art thot spurred a 

number of more artistically inclined photographers to seek 

self-expression through an examination of architectural torm. 

At the sorne ti me. the tact thot the new post-war generation 

of architectural photographers were olten trained in archi

tecture rather thon in photography, as many of their inter-war 

predecessors had been. widened the rift between architectural 

image-makers and the photographie establishment. This new 

generation introduced few stylistic innovations but rather 

refined and extended the methodology formulated by their 

1930s torebears- a tact thot may account in part for the slow 

uptake of colour. Although colour stock became more readily 

available and was used to an increasing extent. especially 

in magazines devoted to the home and interiors. architectural 

photographers. sharing de Maré's opinion thot colour 

was "less creative",' remained predominantly craftsmen in 

black and white. 1t was for on! y a briel period in the 1960s. 

with a sustained attempt to apply photojournalistic methods 

to architectural depiction, thot the visuel conventions 

established by such photographers as Dell & Wainwright and 

Hedrich Blessing were seriously challenged. 

The war itself had a significant impact on architectural 

photography. With the outbreak of hostilities. movable art 

abjects were despatched to sale hiding places. but this 

was obviously impossible with buildings. and photographing 

them was therefore considered the best option. In England, 

as bombing intensitied. the National Buildings Record 

was founded in 1941 to collect and create drawings and 

photographs of significant monuments at risk. Herbert 

Fel ton. and. for a short ti me, Bill Brandt were among its 

early photographers. Alter an interval of nearly a century. 

England at tost possessed a body analogous to the Mission 

Héliographique thot gave official sanction to architectural 

photography. Similar governmental initiatives elsewhere. 

including thot by Italy's Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione, 

were supplemented by individuel campaigns. such as thot 

waged by Walter Hege. who torsook his bombastic studies 

of Nazi architecture to photograph imperilled German 

casties and cathedrals. Ouring the war photography and 

the use of photographs were of course strictly censored. 

and photographs of buildings were required to elicit from 

the ir audience the appropriate mix of moral indignation and 

determination to stand firm. Perhaps the most compelling 

instance was Herbert Mason's shrewdly constructed view of 

London's St Paul's Cathedral standing proud and unflinching 

amidst blitzed houses. which quickly bec ame a patent symbol 

of national defiance (see pages 164-65). 

This propagande use of building photographs continued 

in the immediate attermath of the war. which saw the release 

of a plethore of photographie books with emotive titles 

such as The Mutilated Budapest (n.d.) and This Pearl Vienna: 

A Book of Pictures Taken from Vienna's Most Dreadful Time 

(1946). Alongside these anti-Fascist rants were books thot 

essayed a more measured. documentary appraisal of the 

destruction wrought. The most important of the se was Lost 

Treasures of Europe (1946). a compilation with commentaries 

of more thon four hu nd red photographs drawn from a wide 

variety of sources. In the book's introduction, its editor. Henry 

La Farge, recounted the difficulties involved in assembling 

the images. quoting from a moving tetter from the director 

of the Ham burg Museum. "The good photographer in Lübeck 

tost ali his plates in a bombing raid. Renger [i.e. Patzsch). 

who had made the best photographs of Hamburg. has 

been completely bombed out in Essen."' The survive! of 

photographie collections and other archivai records was to 

prove crucial to the reconstruction of historie buildings and 



city centres. such as those of Warsaw. Nuremberg and 

Cologne. architects in the tost city relying heavily on the 

pre-war imagery of August Sander. 

The war heightened the sense of historical consciousness. 

and severo! architectural photographers contributed to 

the fresh investigation of who! had been foug hl for and 

preserved. and to the search for cultural identity and roots 

thot it prompted. One photographer whose work was infused 

with this 'presence of the post' was the architect-troined 

Edwin Smith (see page 166). who begon increasingly to 

specialize in landscape and architecture after the war. partly 

as a re sul! of commissions from Thames & Hudson for two 

books. English Parish Churches (1952) and English Cottages 

and Farmhouses (1954). In the former. Smith tackled his 

favourite subject in imagery thot. in ils spirituel intensity if not 

ils luminosity. matched the work of Frederick Evans. The latter 

book. as Atget's views of Paris had done. captured a traditional 

way of life on the cusp of change. Both volumes bear the 

charocteristic hallmarks of Smith's work. which was to grace 

nearly thirty further books un til his dea th in 1971: a pervasive 

sense of the human presence. even when no people were 

in shot; a near-tactile rendering of ma teri ols and landscape; 

an intuitive affinity with place; and a technique thot relied 

whenever possible on naturollighting. thot was without artifice 

and was almost totally self-effacing. At odds with moinstream 

British output during the period. Smith's photography was one 

of patient seduction. not visceral shock. 

Smith's photogrophy had little polemical intent. but 

elsewhere photogrophers' engagement with the post was 

conducted with one eye fixed firmly on the present. This was 

especially evident in Japon. where photography made a 

lelling contribution to the great 'tradition' debate. which sought 

to determine whether indigenous or imported architectural 

forms were more appropriate to op ply to the daunting task of 

rebuilding the country's shattered infrastructure. In 1953, at 

the suggestion of the Modernist architect Sutemi Horiguchi. 

with whom he had worked before the war, Yoshio Watanabe 

was commissioned by the Society for International Cultural 

Relations to make a series of photogrophs of the shrine at Ise 

(see page 167). Watanabe was the first photographer gronted 

permission to photogroph in the shrine's inner compounds. 

and his images. heavily influenced by the Western Modernist 

aesthetic. in particular the work of Mendelsohn and Reng er-

Patzsch. were instrumental not only in demystifying the 

shrine but also in stripping il of ils tainted nationalistic and 

imperialistic associations. Instead they recast it as a pure 

architectural masterpiece in which intimations of Modernism 

could be divined. 

Although some of his photogrophs had appeared in prin! 

be fore. il was with their 1962 publication. tronslated three 

years la ter with the significant tille of Ise: Prototype of 

Japanese Architecture. thot the contemporary relevance of 

Watanabe's documentation became apparent. emphasized 

os il was in a persuasive introduction by Kenzo Tange. one 

of the debate's most outspoken architectural participants. ' 

It was Tange who had earlier collabora led with the 

photogropher Yasuhiro Ishimoto on Katsura: Tradition and 

Creation in Japanese Architecture (1960). an intriguing 

photographie "dismembering". to use Tange's ward. of 

the sixteenth-century palace into a series of "sequentially 

shifting textures. patterns. and spaces" (see page 168).' In 

the ir bold isolation of su ch elements as stepping stones. rock 

formations and bamboo screens. Ishimoto's photographs 

emphasized the poloce's sculptural nature. white the interior 

spaces were photographed in such a way asto resemble a 

succession of Mondrian abstrocts (below). 
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Building with Light 

The tost major contribution to this Joponese cycle 

suggesting the need for on accommodation between post 

and present come in a series of three books with texts by 

Teiji ltoh and photogrophs by Yukio Futogowo thot oppeared 

in the 1960s: The Essentiat Japanese House (1962): The Roots 

of Japanese Architecture (1962); and The Elegant Japanese 

House (1967; see page 169).' In contras! to those of Wotonobe 

and the Americon-born and -educoted Ishimoto. which 

used sun and shodow in Western foshion graphicolly to 

highlight details and textures, Futogowo's photographs 

were usuolly laken in even light and often with the frame 

cut-offs choracteristic of Joponese woodblock prints. In the ir 

stondardized format and photographie style, these books 

presoged Futogowo's highly successful Global Architecture 

series. begun under his own A.D.A. Edita imprint in 1970, 

and its spin-offs such os Gtobatlnteriors and GA Houses. 

in which speed of production wos of the essence and the 

photography wos consequently reduced to a formula thot 

enobled the indefotigoble Futogowo to ochieve a high 

turnover of serviceoble pictures of the world's architecture. 

If confirmation were needed of the mutuel interdependence 

of photogrophy and publishing. then Futogowo's remorkoble 

career hos strikingly provided it. With the worldwide 

distribution of Futogowo's imoges and the high standards 

ochieved in the documentation of both historicol and 

contemporary architecture - seen to mogisteriol effect in 

the photographs of Osomu Murai (see page 168) - this period 

represented a golden age for Joponese architectural 

photography thot wos instrumental in promoting interest in 

Joponese architecture in the West. 

The interrelotionship between the historicol and 

contemporary implicit in these Joponese publications wos 

mode explicit in the work of the Americon architect and 

photographer George E. Kidder Smith (left). Smith wos the 

arche typai 'photographer on the run', travelling widely. 

seldom toking more thon fifteen minutes over a shot. never 

using lights and relying on local lobs to process his film. yet 

still producing consistently impress·ve, richly textured prints. 

His Brazil Bui/ds: Architecture New and 0/d 1652- 1942 (1943; 

see page 170). produced in association with New York's 

Museum of Modern Art. wos followed by three similar gront

oided volumes: Sweden Builds. Switzertand Builds (both 1950) 

and Ital y Buitds (1955). Together the se contoined a mixture of 

post and present architecture and experimented with colour. 

As Jim Richards, editor of the Architectural Review, ostutely 

observed. "One of the things thot hos mode his previous books 

so useful hos been the marrying of the local topography and 

architectural tradition with whot modern architects ore trying 

to do."' In contras! to the earlier publications. /ta/y Builds 

demonstrated Smith's owokened interest in the th en much

discussed notion of townscope, with the changes in levet, 

texture. scole and vista of Itoly's historie piazze being 

proffered os prototypes for contemporory practitioners 

charged with the redevelopment of city centres (see page 

171). Significontly, the end-popers of the British edition of the 

book were designed by the foremost opostle of townscope. 

Gordon Cullen. The body of historicol photogrophs thot hod 

the most demonstrable influence on contemporary proctice. 

however. wos ossembled by Cullen's close friend and 

ossociote at the Architectural Press. Eric de Maré. 

From the lote 1940s de Maré photographed Britoin's 

neglected industriel heritage - ononymous. vernoculor 

structures. such os warehouses. textile foctories and canal 

buildings. which come to be collectively lobelled the 

'functionol tradition' (see page 171). Published in a special 

issue of Architectural Review in July 1957, and in exponded 

form a yeor la ter in Jim Richards's The Functiona/ Tradition 

in Earl y lndustrial Buildings. de Maré's vigo rous and 

well-composed photographs not only built on the pre-war 

work of Piper and Richards but olso represented a typicolly 

British. scoled-down version of the fascination of the Modern 



Movement's pioneers with the austere sublimity of North 

American grain silos. In addition. like the work of Edwin Smith 

they reflected the rekindled interest in Britishness as weil as 

the growth of industriel archaeology (a term thot first came 

into common usage in the 1950s). which bore further fruit in 

the Bec hers' photographs. Suggesting thot here was an 

indigenous harbinger of Modernism. a vernacular tradition 

evincing "the forthright. spore and logical use of mate rials"' 

thot should serve as an inspiration to modern architects, 

de Maré's images heavily influenced bath the work of James 

Stirling and. although he deplored it, the development of New 

Brutalism in the 1960s. By broadening the perception of where 

architecture was to be fou nd, and putting on a professional 

footing the ki nd of subject-matter thot had hitherto been the 

preserve of campaigning amateur photographers. de Maré 

proved a pivotai figure in British architectural photography. 

Furthermore. his close association with the Architectural Press 

and publication of over twenty books on a wide variety of 

subjects, including the perennially popular Penguin handbook 

Photography (1957). and the perceptive Photography and 

Architecture (1961). not only gained his photographs wide 

currency but a iso brought a new respectability to architectural 

photography by extending its influence beyond the narrow 

confines of professional discourse. 

The concentration by de Maré and Edwin Smith on 

historie al architecture. to the virtuel exclusion of 

contemporary projects. is symptomatic of a familier divide in 

architectural photography thot few photographers at this 

time crossed, Kidder Smith and Cervin Robinson (see page 185) 

being two notable exceptions. For those photographers 

concerned to portray the post-war world, the graphie 

economy of inter-war photography remained the norm. As 

the early work of the Swedish-born de Maré (see page 172) 

and Kidder Smith demonstrated. Sweden. untouched by the 

war and with wide-ranging welfare facilities and low-cost 

housing. afforded a seductive raie madel for reconstruction in 

the lote 1940s. This view was encouraged by the photographs 

of Sune Sundahl, whose first commission had been to 

photograph Gunnar Asplund's summer house at Sorunda 

in 1939 and who, in succession to Carl Gustav Rosenberg, 

emerged as Sweden's foremost post-war architectural 

photographer (see page 173). In contras! to Sundahl's more 

humanistic imagery, in neighbouring Denmark the opposite 

and more typical approach was adopted by Ange Strüwing, 

a frequent collabora tor with Arne Jacobsen. who developed 

an arresting style of pared-down incisive ness (see page 175). 

As the lure of Sweden waned. the béton brut ('raw 

cancre te') creations of Le Corbusier came to be regarded 

as the new architectural talismans. their chief propagator 

being a Hungarian-born photographer domiciled in Paris. 

Lucien Hervé. Hervé's early career was in photojournalism. 

and it was the techniques learnt in this discipline. together 

with a fond ness for the oblique views typical of the New 

Photography. thot he brought to bear on his coverage of 

Le Corbusier's Unité d'Habitation. Marseilles. Here in 1949, 

on commission from Plaisir de France. he look a staggering 

650 pictures with his Rolleiflex in a single day (see page 174). 

On seeing exemples Hervé had sent to him, Le Corbusier 

declared thot the photographer possessed "the soul of an 

architect" .• Th us begon a close collaboration and friendship 

thot saw Hervé photograph ail Le Corbusier's new works, 

and selected aider ones. until the architect's death in 1965 

(see page 174). No photographer so weil captured the 

sculptural plasticity and expressiveness of concrete. as seen 

in his treatment not just of Le Corbusier's architecture but 

also thot of Pier Luigi Nervi and, memorably, Oscar Niemeyer. 

although Havinden's images of Lubetkin's 1930s zoo buildings 

are worthy precursors (see page 124). Hervé's photographs 

are marked by the ir violent contrasts and uncompromising 

geometrical construction. These attributes are equally 

evident in the few historical structures he photographed, 
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Building with Light 

most notobly the Jaipur Observa tory and the Cistercien abbey 

of Le Thoronet. the latter the subject of a book illustrated by 

his pictures and entitled La Plus Gronde Aventure du monde 

(1956). ln his portroyol of bath buildings Hervé deliberately 

emphosized the ir obstroct quolities. An unusuol view of 

Knossos (1956; see page 159). which looks out through the 

poloce's rectongulor openings to the plain beyond. not only 

betroyed the influence of Joponese traditionol architecture 

on Hervé's compositionol sense but wos olso replete with 

contemporory resonance: photographers were increosingly 

required to contrant the problem of photogrophing the open 

house in which the division between inside and outside wos 

no longer cleorly demorcoted. 

Perhops the photogropher whose imogery best embodied 

the ideals of post-wor reconstruction and the determination 

to build a brave new world wos the Dutchmon Jan Versnel. 

who begon photographing in 1947. He shored the aspirations 

of the Nieuwe Bouwen orchitects and designers such os 

Gerrit Rietveld. Von den Broek & Bakema and Alexander 

Badon. whose work he predominontly covered (be law right). 

Like Hervé, Versnel wos troined in graphie art. but in contrast 

to Hervé's pyrotechnies Versnel's pictures of social housing. 

public omenities and open-plon offices. guided portly by 

the exomple of his teocher. Bernard Eilers, and frequently 

feotured in magazines such os Forum. were muted in tone. 

An important port of Versnel's practice wos his photogrophy 

of show homes for the Goed Wonen Foundotion. published 

in Goed wonen. where he olten employed on oll-embracing 

high-ongle viewpoint to reveol the woy in which interiors could 

be economicolly furnished and orgonized (see page 177). 

The ousterity evident in Versnel's eorly photogrophs hod 

by the 1960s given woy to the new-found affluence reveoled 

in Britoin in the imoges of Henk Snoek (see pages 178. 179). 

hoiled by the Architects' Journal os one of the "high priests 

of architectural photography" .' and Richard Einzig (see page 

178). who took up photography in 1964 alter a short coreer 

os on orchitect. Bath photographed in on oscetic idiom well

suited ta the New Brutolism of the period and very much in the 

tradition of Dell & Woinwright. Dell & Woinwright's work wos 

olso a major influence on Ezra Stoller. who begon photograph

ing in 1939 and subsequently become. with Hedrich Blessing 

and Julius Shulmon, one of the great triumvirale whose 

imoge-moking dominoted the post-wor scene in the United 

States. Hedrich Blessing built on its pre-wor success to become 

the quintessentiol well-orgonized business. employing a teom 

of photographers who nevertheless mointoined a distinctive 

house style. White Stoller shored the business outlook of 

Hedrich Blessing. estoblishing Esta Photographies in 1966 to 

distribute his work. he eschewed the overt dramo of its 

photography. believing thot the photographer's tosk wos to 

distil the orchitect's ideo and thot this ploced a premium on 

clority and occurocy (see pages 180. 181). 

Echoing Atget. whose work he knew and odmired. Stoller 

referred to his photogrophs os "pure documents". Highly 

controlled and meticulously plonned. Stoller's wos the 

clossicol opprooch to architectural photography - crisp. 

precise. restroined, with frequent use of elevotionol shots

thot would hove been opprecioted by Boldus or Bedford 

Lemere. The major difference wos thot now the emphosis 

wos overwhelmingly on conveying spatial relotionships. 

which Stoller mointoined wos better done in black and white 

thon in colour. and by remembering thot "we ore not shooting 

at spoce but os a port of it. a sense which is rather subtle and 

eosily distorted by resorting ta queer ongles. exoggeroted 

composition. forced perspective and overdromotic lighting."10 

Stoller's wide-ronging clientele. which included magazines. 

odvertisers and museums os well os orchitects os diverse os 

Frank Lloyd Wright, Skidmore Owings & Merrill and Richard 

Meier. sow him construct some of the period's most captiva ting 

imoges- the smooth-skinned monumentolity of Mies von der 

Rohe and Philip Johnson's Seogrom Building (1958) dworfing 



ail else on New York's Park Avenue (see page 6): or the 

serpentine contours of the interior of Wright's Guggenheim 

Museum. New York (1959: righi): or the hovering presence of 

the roof support at Dulles International Airport. Washington. 

oc (1963). designed by Eero Saarinen. This was architecture 

se en not in a moment of revelation. as with Hervé at Marseilles. 

but as the formol set-piece distilled through an 8 x 10 inch 

(20.3 x 25.4 cm) or 5 x 4 inch (12.7 x 10.1 cm) view camera and 

captured with boldness and a seeming simplicity thot be lied 

Stoller's careful preparation. The coining of the lerm 'Stollerized 

image' was at once a tri bute to the consistency of Stoller's 

vision and to the widespread influence thot vision exerted. 

Wh ile Stoller plied his trade on the East Coast. on the West 

Coast architectural photography was enjoying a revival in 

the work of su ch photographers as Roger Sturtevant. Morley 

Boer (see page 180) and particularly Shulman. which recalled 

the creative period du ring the 1840s and 1850s when outdoor 

photography flourished in Californie owing to ils sunny 

climate. In contras! to Stoller. Shulman had assembled a 

significant body of pre-war work. but it was really alter the 

war wh en his career blossomed. especially through his close 

association with Arts and Architecture and his recording of 

eighteen of ils twenty-six pioneering Case Study houses 

between 1945 and 1967 (see page 182). This is the world of 

'Californie dreamin". with not a hint of ils mean streets: of 

continuai sunshine and lu minous twilights: of unquenchable 

optimism: of architecture metamorphosing into lifestyle: 

above ali, of architecture as consumer product - a process 

reinforced by the reproduction of Shulman's photographs 

in popular magazines. such as House and Garden. Good 

Housekeeping and Lite. as weil as in the professional press. 

In this documentation the characteristic traits of 

Shulman's photography are readily apparent. The deep 

raking perspective draws the viewer's eye precise! y to 

where he intends, and the dromatic use of light and shadow 

delineates form and structure. There is a compositional 

strategy in which. unusually. people as weil as abjects play 

a prominent role. and a concern for landscape. Shulman's 

photographs go beyond the simple tacts of the building fa bric 

to propose a blueprint for living. His Iwo most iconic images. 

Neutro's Kaufmann House. Palm Springs (1947: see page 183). 

romantically bathed in a soft twilight glow and seeming to rest 

on the edge of infinity like a figure in a Caspar David Friedrich 

painting. and Pierre Koenig's Case Study House #22 (1960: 

see page 154). hovering majestically over the shimmering 

lights of the Los Angeles Basin. transcend the architecture. 

Rather. they capture a mood- the former is suggestive of 

Modernism's limitless potentiel. the latter of a country at ease 

with itself. The se seductive and compelling images by Shulman 

and Stoller. together with those of other photographers such 

as Balthazar Korab (see page 184). not merely enthralled a 

domestic audience but were a iso instrumental in exporting 

the American Modernist dream. 

If Shulman's oeuvre illustra tes a broadening of the appeal 

of architectural photography to encourage the embrace of 

more popular and fashionable magazines. th en thal of the 

Bec hers demonstrates ils growing union with the art world 

(see page 187). Inspired by earlier Rhineland photographers. 

especially Renger-Patzsch and Sander. whose portraits 

were informed by similar typological concerns. from the lote 

1950s the Bechers have documented a variety of doomed 

industriel structures. su ch as mineheads. water towers 

and gas-holders. in an impersonal and systematic manner 

thot exaggerates the norms of architectural photography. 

The Bec hers talk less about photographing the ir subjects. 

which in their tirs! book in 1970 they revealingly referred to 

as "anonymous sculptures". thon about collecting and 
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categorizing them to facilitate comparative analysis. To 

achieve these illumina ting typological studies. the Bechers 

devised a formula, reminiscent of Meydenbauer's 

photogrommetry, to which they have adhered so rigidly over 

the years thot il is ali but impossible to determine when a 

porticulor photograph was laken. Each subject, usually 

placed in the centre of the picture, is photographed from up 

to eight slightly elevated viewpoints. Perspective distortion is 

avoided. as ore strong cast shadows. the Bechers preferring 

a won sky so thot no detail is lost. As important as this neutral 

stance is the Bechers' mode of presentation. On the gallery or 

museum wall this olten revolves oro und what Hilla has called 

"the magic square"," a group of perhaps nine photogrophs 

fromed together- oddly prescient of a computer screen grid 

of thumbnails - where the typology of the structure con be 

studied . As with the photogrophs of Lewis Baltz, we ore close 

here to the world of Conceptuel art. If the Bec hers' influence 

has perhaps been limited architecturally, photogrophically 

it has been profound, setting in train a process by which 

successors such as Thomas Struth con be regarded as ortists 

first and photographers second. 

For architectural photogrophy's growing band of critics. 

the Bechers' orientation towords abstroct art. and what the se 

critics regarded as the sterile perfection of much mainstream 

imagery, seemed symptomatic of a discipline thot, in establish

ing its hegemony in architectural depiction and helping to 

consolidate the Modern Movement, had lost touch with reality. 

The orchitect Sir William Holford th us witheringly observed: 

Lite is suspended while the camerais adjusted. 

Architecture becomes. not a background to people, but 

a series of studio portraits. Ordinory folk have to look at 

these buildings through the lens and the filter, instead 

of moving in and through them, and becoming conscious 

of them, as it were, by absorption and use. The tyronny of 

the drowing-boord, with its emphasis on two dimensions 

at a time. is superseded by the tyronny of the glossy 

photogroph with its emphasis on pose. Luminosity and 

tone have become more important thon formol decoration 

and silhouette." 

The American architect Russell Lynes similarly decried a 

photogrophy thot encouroged viewers to exercise their 

architectural teste rather thon judgement and to concentrate 

on style not structure." In perhaps the most outspoken attack, 

the writer and photographer Tom Pieton railed against "the 

craven image", a soulless piece of flattering deception ever 

ready to accord as much photographie reverence to the 

most mu nd one housing as to the Parthenon and foisted on 

an unsuspecting public by a conspirotorial, unholy trinity of 

architect, photogropher and art editor."' Picton's criticisms 

were given added weight by a graduai shi ft in patronage 

over the period, which saw the raie of the staff photographer 

and direct photographie comm·ssioning by magazines decline 

as editors were enticed by the free pictures offered to them 

and commissioned by architects. Whereas the photographer 

working for a magazine cou id at leest claim some degree of 

inde pende nee from the architect, the dangers of this growing 

collusion were ail tao obvious. The tact thot photographs 

were frequently either joint! y commissioned by, or sold on 

to, controctors. who used them to advertise their products. 

me rely served to augment the ir consume rist ouro. 

Wh ile most photographers wou id doubtless have agreed 

with Shulman's defiant assertion thot they were in the 

business of "selling architecture" to the public. some partly 

shared the concerns expressed and looked to the exemple 

of photojournalism to reinvigorote a genre thot they felt had 

become tao obsessed with graphie pattern-making at the 

expense of conveying any real sense of the architecture . 

The photographie roots of this movement were diverse but 

included the photogrophs of Walker Evans. the street 

photogrophy of Henri Cartier-Bresson and others. and the 

polemical amateur snapshots thot had become so prominent 

a feature of the Architectural Review in the 1930s and 

continued in the same vein alter the wor, with abrasive 

contributions from journalists such as lan Nairn (opposite). 

Employing smaller-format cameras and the toster films then 

appearing on the market. in preference to the conventional 

5 x 4 inch (12.7 x 10.1 cm) or larger stand cameras. the 

movement's adherents sought to show buildings in context 

and in use by people performing real tasks, as opposed to 

figures stiffly posed to give a sense of scale. The attempt 

by photographers such as Einzig or Stoller to reclaim the 

drowing-board innocence of the architect's original, 

unsullied design was replaced by a commitment to portroying 

architecture in the messy, real world of complexity and 



contradiction. where buildings and people otten interacted 

in ways completely unforeseen. Stoller's montra thot "the 

nome of the gome from beginning to end is control"'. wos 

supplonted by a photography thot prized the fleeting 

glimpse. the sudden flash of experientiol revelation. The doily 

rituol of a hondful of poinstokingly choreogrophed pictures 

bowed to who! John Donat termed "trigger diorrhoeo" .16 

Imoges dense with detail gave woy to prints thot. enlarged 

from smoller negatives and otten retoining the frame's black 

border. emphosized the film's grain to present on illusion of 

grilly reolity. An early manifestation of this new mood come 

in 1956 with the publication of The !dea of Louis Sullivan (see 

page 188). a photographie tribute by John Szarkowski,loter 

Cu rotor of Photography at New York's Museum of Modern Art. 

In his introduction. Szarkowski mointoined. "In our own day 

perhops the best architectural photographs hove been the 

cosuol products of the photogropher-journolist. where the 

life thot surrounds and nourishes the buildings is seen or fel!. 

If to su ch on opprooch were odded on understonding of 

architectural form. photogrophy might become a powerful 

criticol medium. rather thon a superficiolly descriptive one."' 

In The Netherlonds the impetus for change come from 

architects such os Aldo von Eyck and Hermon Hertzberger. 

who. in seeking to emphosize the hu mon aspect of 

architectural design. demonded thot their buildings be 

photographed in a less stotic, more noturalistic monner 

(see page 189). and from magazines such os Forum and 

Wonen-TA/BK. which become increosingly sociolly committed 

and highly criticol of mu ch contemporary architectural 

proctice. The results con be seen in the photographs of. 

omong others. Willem Dieproom and Violette Cornelius, who 

colloboroted with Von Eyck. The high point of photojournolism 

opplied to architectural photography, however. come in 

Britoin, where on indigenous inspiration wos Roger Moyne's 

photogrophs of North Kensington's streets and his coverage 

of Sheffield's Park Hill housing esta te (1961). The latter wos 

a particular influence on John Donat. whose work perhops 

best exemplifies the movement (see page 190). Donat wos 

on eloquent champion of ils principles. not leost in a lecture 

delivered to the Royolinstitute of British Arch"tects in 1967, 

provocotively entitled 'The Camera Al ways Lies'. in which he 

costigoted on architectural photogrophy in wh"ch "reolity 

and experience disoppear- ART prevoils". Drawing on the 

exemple of Cartier-Bresson. in whose pictures he odmiringly 

considered "life come first and architecture second and 

yet wos essentiolly port of it"." Donat tried to convey who! 

he termed "on experience of a slice of lime in the li fe of a 

building" .'' even if this meon! on occasion socrificing tech nicol 

perfection to reolize a 'live' picture. 

Donot's outlook wos shared by 'shooting-star' Tim Street

Porter. who hod similarly studied architecture and wos a 

prominent contributor to the most thoroughgoing application 

of photojournolistic methods to architectural depiction. the 

Architectural Review's notorious 'Monplon' series. Published 

in eight issues between September 1969 and 1970, the series 

delivered a domning verdict on the stote of the notion in 

architecture and town planning (see page 191). The se issues 

were illustrated not by the customary raft of professionol 

architectural photographers or crusoding amateurs but 

by speciolly commissioned photojournolists. including, in 

addition to Street-Porter. Peter Boistow, Patrick Ward and 

Tony Roy-Jones (see page 191), whose hard-hitting imoges 

bru tolly exposed the dystopio architects and plon ners 

hod creoted. Unused to hoving the ir work questioned in 

so forthright a monner. many architects were outraged 

and conce lled the ir subscriptions. Although the movement 

continued in the work of Donat and others. 'Monplon' wos a 

wotershed. If bitter truths were unpolotoble. the beguiling 

blondishments of colour photography were at hond. 

lAN NA! RN (1930-1983) 

'Advertising Stations' -
Pasted-up Snapshots 
for Use in 
'Architectural Review', 
1955 

Gelatine silver prints 
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164 HERBERT MASON (1903-1964) 

Saint Paul' s. London. in the Blitz. 29 December 
1940 

Gelatine silver print 

St Paut's Cathedral was a favourite photographie subject. not 

only for its architectural merit but aise as a tourist souvenir and 

metaphor. The last category included Walter Benington's 1903 

Pictorialist picture The Church of Eng/ond. depicting the cathedral 

as a haven of spirituality in a benighted world. Published in the 

Dai/y Mail in 1940, Mason's image. the most celebrated of ali. was 

heavily doctored. Large portions. including the blazing buildings 

in the foreground. were enhanced by the application of point. 

lronically, this symbol of national resolve was pirated and 

published in Berliner 11/ustrirte Zeitung to illustra te precisely the 

opposite- thot London was burning. 

Building with Light 
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EDWIN SMITH (1912-1971) 

Parish Church. Westha/1, Suffolk, 1959 

Gelatine silver print 

Accloimed by John Betjemon os "a genius at photogrophy", 

Smith photogrophed throughout Europe. his imoges reoching 

a non-protessionat audience through a succession of poputor 

books. Highlighting its unossuming nature. Smith described 

his photogrophy os "co-opera ting with the inevitable". 

Compossionote and humonistic, it wos morked obove ali by Smith's 

intuitive ability ta impart a sense of place. whether of a French 

chOteou. Italien Renaissance garden or English porish church. 

This is especiolly evident in his photogrophs reveoling on empothy 

with local moteriots. crafts and traditions. These ore olten etegiac 

in tone with an understated but nevertheless intense tyricism. 

opposite 

YOSHIO WATANABE (1907-2000> 

Main Sanctuary. Shrine at Ise, 1953 

Gelatine silver print 

Wotonobe wos omong the photogrophers instrumental in the 1930s 

in introducing the New Photogrophy into Japon. This influence is 

apparent in his Ise photagrophs. especiolly in their dissection of 

the shrine into its discrete elements. an approach accentuated 

by the cropping and loyout odopted for their publication in Ise: 

Prototype of Japanese Architecture (1965). Thot a similor proclivity 

is evident in lshimoto's and Futogowo's contemporaneous 

work odditionolly suggests a specificolly Joponese inspiration 

onologous to thot infusing the emergent Metobolism movement

os orticuloted by two of the book's contributors. Kenzo Tange and 

the critic Noboru Kawazoe - which viewed architecture as a living 

orgonism with individuel ports thot could be odded or subtrocted. 

Building with Light 
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above left 

YASUHIRO ISHIMOTO (born 1921l 

Scullery of the Gepparo Pa vi/ion, Katsura. Kyoto. 

1960 

Gelatine silver print 

With an essay by Walter Gropius, design by Herbert Bayer and 

photographs by the Chicago lnstitute of Design-trained lshimoto. 

Katsura: Tradition and Creation in Japonese Architecture, 

which featured this image. had strong Bauhaus as weil as 

Japanese influences. ln his foreword. Tange described the 

photographie strategy: "Our attention has been trained largely 

on details. We have looked at forms and spaces- sometimes at 

time as weil. Our angle of vision has been narrow. because we 

are interested in the small segments which make up the who le 

and because our medium. the photograph. is most effective 

wh en focused on small creas. "ll 

Building with Light 

above right 

OSAMU MURAI (born 192Bl 

National Gymnasia. Tokyo. 1964 

Gelatine silver print 

Architect: Kenzo Tange 

With the Tokyo Olympics of 1964. the Osaka Expo of 1970 and the 

exciting. new space-age forms generated by its Metabolist 

architects. Japanese architecture was propelled on tc the world 

stage. This process was abetted by photographers such as Murai. 

one of Japan's most outstanding post-war tensmen. whose image 

of Tange's structure conveys beth its monumentality (note the 

dwarfed figures) and its dynamic energy. 

opposite 

YUKIO FUTAGAWA (born 1932l 

Fushin-an Teahouse. Omotesenke School of 

Tea. Kyoto. c. 1967 

Gelatine silver print 

Futagowo's coreer has been one of the most remarkable 

architectural and publishing phenomene of the last thirty years. 

His Global Architecture series. featuring mostly twentieth-century 

architectural classics in an easily digestible format ot photographs, 

minimal text and a few drawings. has proved immensety poputar. 

especialty with students. Earlier in his coreer. however. his 

photography concentrated largely on historical architecture. 

demonstrating a typically Japanese sensitivity to different textures 

and materiels and ta architecture's relationship with nature. 

According tc the sculpter !samu Noguchi. the latter was presented 

with an "'extremely three dimensional quality ... thot focuses 

attention upon the sculptural aspect of this ... relationship" ." 
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opposite 

GEORGE E. KIDDER SMITH (1913-1997) 

Office Building. Sào Paulo. 1942 

Gelatine silver print 

Architect. Romas de Azevedo 

ln a monner reminiscent ol F.R. Yerbury. Smith trovelled widely, 

photogrophing bath historicol and contemporary architecture 

over a ftty-year period from the lote 1930s. As shawn by this 

photograph from Brazil Builds (1943). the hal\mark of Smith's 

photogrophy wos his keen compositionol sense. stressed in his 

·njunct'on to fellow photographers to "seek a picture in the subject. 

not or it. Il one seeks a good composition. the building genero\ly 

will toke core of itself. ·~ 

toplelt 

GEORGE E. KIDDER SMITH (1913-1997) 

Piazza del Campo, Siena, c.1954 

Gelatine sHver print 

An architect as weil os a photogropher and on outhor, Smith wos 

ocutely conscious of contemporory architectural issues. His Ital y 

Builds. in which this photogroph oppeared. suggested thol, by 

studying ltoly's squares. "we con moke liner suburbon shopping 

centres. more agreeobte urban cores. and devetop a keener 

underslonding ol the psychologicol and physicol factors which 

go into moking the spa ce solutions we coll architecture and 

town planning". M The book's monochrome images were laken 

on smoller cameras thon those used by most professionols-

a 9 x 12 cm (3112 x 4112 in.) Zeiss Juwel. or in crowded spoces on 

inconspicuous. more 'candid'. Rolleiflex. 

bottomleft 

ERIC DE MARÉ (1910-2002) 

Gloucester Docks. 1956 

Gelatine silver print 

De Moré's involvement with the 'functional tradition' bath predoted 

and succeeded his 1958 book encompossing studies of canots. 

bridges and. finol\y, seoside architecture. Although he used 

smal\er formats. de Maré's photographs were not casual but 

carefully composed. "A picture will not tell its story hall so 

effectively", he wrote. "if il is not held together by a firm. simple, 

structural composition which makes a whote:17 ln this image from 

The Functionat Tradition he hos employed one of his lavourite 

deviees. including in the foreground abjects close to the camera to 

enhonce the picture's depth. 
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opposite 

ERIC DE MARÉ (1910-2002) 

Royal Palace with the Storkyrkan. the Great 
Church. Stockholm, 1952 

Gelatine silver print 

Architects: Nicodemus Tessin the Younger/C.W. Carlberg 

This image iltustrates bath de Maré's enthusiasm for the 

architecture. old and new, of his native Sweden and his concern 

ta bring visuel coherence ta the norm of urban clutter by 

highlighting historie exemptes of sensitive civic design. The law 

viewpoint emphasizes the change in street levet and vista. white 

the shadows accentuate the rhythms of the street furniture. The 

photograph. made relatively early in de Maré's career. was laken 

with a twin-lens Rolleicord (a cheaper version of the Rolleiflex), 

which. being held at waist levet. tended to give undue stress to 

what de Maré termed "floorscape". 

topright 

SUNE SUNDAH L <born 1921l 

Office Building for Svenska Dagbladet. 
Stockholm. 1962 

Gelatine silver print 

Architect: Tengboms Arkitektkontor 

Wherever possible. Sundahl, together with Lennart Oison. the 

key documenter of Swedish post-war architecture. attempted 

to humanize his pictures. He recalled. "Architects of the aider 

generation wanted cleon. precise pictures. Sometimes they went 

and took away bicycles in front of a building and posted people 

to make sure thot no one watked through the doors and disturbed 

the picture. 1 reacted against these demands to remove ali signs 

oftife."21 

bottom righi 

HEIKKI HAVAS (born 1926) 

Karjensiuu Terrace House, Helsinki, 1955 

Gelatine silver print 

Architect: Viljo Reveil 

Particutorly in Scandinavie and Finland during the post-war years. 

the prevalent graphie severity of architectural photography was 

leavened by a renaissance of national romanticism and by the 

frequent inclusion of children. the implication of the latter being 

thot architects were building a belier tomorrow for the next 

generation. Although architectural photography as a distinctive 

genre was scarce\y recognized in Finnish photographie circles in 

the 1950s, the needs of the architectural profession and journals 

such as Arkkitehti were serviced by numerous highly competent 

photographers. including Otso Pietinen. Eino Mèikinen. a frequent 

collaborator with Alvar Aalto. and the architect-photographer 

Heikki Havas. 
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topteft 

LUCIEN HERVÉ (born 1910) 

Unité d'Habitation, MarseilleS,1949 
Gelatine silver print 

Architect: Le Corbusier 

Hervé acknowledged thal. for bath himself and Le Corbusier. "il is 

not the theme thal is important. il is not the subject. but essentially 

the plastic expression".n His pictures are not. therefore.titeral 

transcriptions of buildings or places but abstract compositions 

forged out of his obsession with closely observed details. This 

approach foiled to find faveur with the commissioning magazine 

of the Marseilles pictures. Plaisir de France. but has been adopted 

by ether photographers of architecture. most nolably Judith Turner 

in her images of the work of the New York Five and. more recentty, 

Hélène Binet. 

bottom left 

LUCIEN HERVÉ (born 1910) 

Villa Shodan. Ahmedabad. 1955 

Gelatine sitver print 

Architect: Le Corbusier 

Hervé's photographs laken at Ahmedabad in lndia are among 

his finest. As this image forcibly demonstrates, his photography is 

one of contrasts -light versus dark: rough versus smooth: dynamic 

versus static: void versus corporealily- lhallogether enable 

him lo achieve an astonishing illusion of three-dimensionality. 

The whites. and particularly the blacks, were often intensified in 

printing. reflecting Hervé's admiration for the tenebrous qualities 

of Rembrandt's paintings. "!look at everything thal 1 see", Hervé 

declared, "with enormous intensity and dramatize the picture."~ 

opposite 

AAGE STRÜWING 

City Hall , R0dovre. Oenmark,1956 

Gelatine silver print 

Architect: Arne Jacobsen 

Strüwing was probably Denmark's pre-eminent twentieth-century 

architectural photographer. At R0dovre his pared-down 

photographie style was weil attuned to the rigorous asceticism 

of Jacobsen's city hall. making it appear bath externally and 

internally as a piece of abstract sculpture. 
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opposite 

OSCAR SAVIO 

Pa/azzo dello Sport. Rome. 1960 

Gelatine sitver print 

Architect: Pier Luigi Nervi 

No single architectural photographer established a dominant 

position in post-war ltaly. although a number of fine photographers 

were active. These included the Milanese Giorgio Casali, who 

photographed contemporary buildings for Domus. and Oscar Sa vi o. 

a Roman photographer of art and architecture, principally of a 

historie nature. His photographs of the Palozzo dello Sport and 

its dramatic domed ribbed vault are in a long tine of orresting 

imoges of Nervi's work. Besides those of Borsotti. one thinks, for 

exemple. of Foto Vasari's views of the aircroft hangars at Orbetello 

and Orvieto (1939-41) and Lucien Hervé's of the UNESCO Building, 

Paris (1953-56). 

top righi 

FRANC ESC CATALÀ-ROCA (1922-1998) 

Thau School, Carretera d'Esplugues. Barcelona, 
1975 

Gelatine silver print 

Architects: Martorell Bohigas Mackay 

At his peak during the 1950s and 1960s. Català-Roca. who also 

worked in ether genres. was for three generations one of Spoin's 

leoding photographers of architecture. Alter his introduction to 

the documentation of modern Catalan architecture by Antoni de 

Moroges, who admired the photographs Català-Roca had laken of 

Gaudi's Sagrada Fa milio, Català-Roca included among his clients 

José Antonio Coderch (himself a fine photographer). Josep Uuis 

Sert and Martorell Bohigas Mackay. Català-Roca maintained thot 

he belonged to an achromatic generation who saw only in black 

and white. although he occasionally look cotour pictures. 

bottom righi 

JAN VERSNEL (born 1924> 

Mode/ House forGoed Wonen,19GO 

Gelatine silver print 

Designer: Kho Liang le 

Together with such photographers as J.A. Vrijhof and Hans 

Sibbetee. as weil as survivors from the pre-war era such as 

d'Oliveira and Spies. Versnel was one of the teading chroniclers 

of post-war Dutch architecture. Having served an apprenticeship 

with the photographer Nico Jesse. who introduced him to Gerrit 

and Jan Rietveld. Versnel established his own business in 1947 and 

continued working until the 1990s. almost exclusively for Modern si 

architects. His heyday. however. was during the 1950s and 1960s. 

when his diligently crafted and adroitly \il photographs perfectly 

captured the optimism. drive and social commitment of the 

architecture of reconstruction. 
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above left 

HENK SNOEK (1915-1980) 

Cathedral of Christ the King. Liverpool, 1967 

Gelatine silver print 

Architects: Frederick Gibberd & Partners 

Snoek was one ot Britain's teading architectural photographers 

of the 1960s and 1970s. Born in The Nethertands. he studied 

photography. typogrophy and commercial design at The Hague 

Schoot of Art. the Bauhaus principles of which. together with his 

fondness tor the abstract compositions of his fettow countryman 

Mondrian. con be reodily discerned in his work. His photographs. 

well-suited to the New Brutalism of the period. are characterized 

by lheir strong sense of drome. simple forcefutlines and high 

contrasts - effects he olten enhanced by using a red lilier to 

counleractthe drabness of the British weather. 

Building with Light 

above righi 

RICHARD EINZIG (1932-1980) 

History Faculty Building. Cambridge University, 
1968 

Gelatine silver print 

Archilecl: James Stirling 

Einzig begon pholographing white slill studying architecture in 

the tale 1950s. but his earliest professionat commissions came taler 

and inctuded a house by Peter Aldington and Stirling & Gowan's 

Engineering Building at Leicester University. photographed in 

1964. Among his clients were many of the younger culling-edge 

architects of the day, such as Norman Foster and Richard Rogers. 

Like Sloller. Einzig strove to represenlthe essence of the building 

as the architect first conceived it. without recourse ta photographie 

gimmickry. "1 am an architect's pholographer. nol a photographer's 

photographer . he dectared. This frequenlly resutted in head-on 

elevafonol imoges of great rigour. 

opposite 

HENK SNOEK (1915-1980) 

University of Sussex, Brighton, 1962 

Gelatine silver print 

Architect: Sir Basil Spence 

ln ils initial stages Snoek's coreer owed much to the patronage of 

Basil Spence. for whom he phologrophed o succession of projects. 

obove ott Coventry Cathedral. Forty-six of his photographs of 

the cathedral were pubtished wilh commentaries by Spence in 

Out of the Ashes: A Progress through Coventry Cathedra/ (1963). 

He re he has effectivety depicted the for ms of Spence's Sussex 

University- inspired by Le Corbusier's houses for André Jaoul-

in a typicat. graphically tout composition. Snoek's optimislic vision 

of contemporary architecture should be contrasled wilh Tony 

Ray-Jones's dystopian revelations of a few years taler. 
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topteft 

EZRA STOLLER (born 1915) 

John Oeere and CompanyAdministration Center. 
Moline. Illinois. 1963 

Gelatine silver print 

Architect: Eero Saarinen 

Stotler's love of architecture was kindled during his studies at 

New York University. from where he graduoted with a degree in 

industriel design in 1938. His major photographie influences were 

Atget: Strand. with whom he briefly worked: and Detl &. Wainwright. 

wh ose Architectural Review photographs he studied c\osety. 

Seme of his best photographs were laken for Saarinen. This 

exemple contoins the clossi.c ingredients of a Stotter picture: on 

etevationat viewpoint: a strongty symmetricat composition; the 

use of one-point perspective ta increose dramoticatly the sense 

of depth: and sharp locus over the entire image oree. 

bottom left 

MORLEY BAER (1916-1995) 

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral 
Sciences. Palo Alto. California, 1955 

Gelatine sitver print 

Architects: Wurster Bernordi & Emmons 

lnspired by the exemple of Edward Weston ond his stress on 

"simp\icity. simp\icity. simplicity", Boer with his 8 x 10 inch 

(20.3 x 25.4 cm) \arge-view comero ond smotler 2'/. inch (5.7 cm) 

Hossetblod produced pictures of the utmost professionalism of 

torgely modern architecture in Californie and ta a tesser extent 

elsewhere. A choracteristic of Boer's photogrophy wos his 

frequent use of tenses of short focaltength. which he felt gave 

"more drawing power ta dominant tines ... especiotly when they 

run ta or from the camera". n This con be se en he re particutorty in 

the shadows, which enliven an otherwise dull foreground. 

opposite 

EZRA STOLLER (born 1915) 

S.C. Johnson Administration Building and 
Research Tower. Racine, Wisconsin, 1944 

Gelatine silver print 

Architect: Frank Lloyd Wright 

Normotly one of the first undertakings of ony architecturo\ 

photographie ossignment is ta determine the building's orientation 

ond when eoch of its façades witt best be itluminoted by the sun. 

Here Stotler hos done the reverse ond used bocklighting. As he 

recatled, "Wright mode the point thot the building wos ta be seen 

as a tree with its floors like bronches. contilevered from the central 

trunk ... it occurred tome thot working with the sun behind the 

building might be the woy ta use the tronsporency of the building 

to reveal its structure." 
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opposite 

JULIUS SHULMAN (born 1910) 

Case Study House #20 (Bass House). Altadena. 
California, 1958 

Gelatine sHver print 

Architects, Buff Stroub & Hensmon 

A notable lecture of Shulmon's photography is his inclusion of 

people. suggesting thot Modernist architecture. despite its rigour, 

is desirable and accessible. The viewer is encouroged to imagine 

him/herself in thot setting. enjoying a similarly hedonistic lifestyle. 

Whereas in the 1930s modern buildings had often provided the 

backdrop ta fashion shoots. now the architecture itself has olmost 

become the fashion occessory. Another Shulmon trait is the 

importance ottoched ta londscape and the fluid transition between 

interior and exterior. with the sliding patio door becoming os 

emblemotic of Colifornion Modernism os the bolcony hod been of 

its European precursor. 

ob ove 

JULIUS SHULMAN (born 1910) 

Kaufmann House, Palm Springs. California, 1947 

Architect, Richard Neutra 

Following his conviction thot the "photographer must be able to 

stage a scene". )l. Shulman's pictures ore nearly atwoys carefuUy 

choreogrophed. Here he had ta work quickly as the light faded. 

the image being composed of three separa te exposures totalling 

forty-five minutes. with Mrs Koufmonn posed during the final one 

to black glare from the swimming poollight. The sky was later burnt 

in. Featured in Life in 1949. the photograph.like Stieglitz's Flatiron 

Building. reveals little of the building·s structure but is poeticol\y 

allusive. symbolizing the ability of hu mon ingenuity to tronsform 

even the desert into habitable terrain. 

page 184 

BALTHAZAR KORAB (born 1926) 

TWA Terminal , John F. Kennedy Airport. 
New York, 1959 

Gelatine sitver print 

Architect: Eero Saarinen 

The Hungarian-born and architect-trained Korab worked in 

Soorinen·s office from 1955 ta 1958. Here. in the doys before 

computer simulation. he pioneered the use of madel photogrophy 

as bath a design oid and o marketing tool- a process la ter refined 

by architects Roche & Dinkeloo. A ft er obondoning architecture for 

photography. Korab produced highly influentiol pictures. chiefly of 

American Modernist architecture- including twenty-four projects 

by Saarinen. Like those of Sto\ler. who olso photogrophed severa! 

Saarinen buildings. hîs images are optimistic in tenor but morked by 

a greoter expressiveness and spontoneity. sometimes ochieved by 

using a 35 mm camera. 
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CERVIN ROBINSON (born 1928J 

Chrysler Building with RCA Victor Building and 
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. New York. 1966 

Gelatine silver print 

Architects: William van Alen/ Cross & Cross Schultze & Weaver 

Concern with context and intelligent juxtaposition lie at the heart 

of Robinson's photography. He re the Ch rys er Building has be en 

shot with a long lens from on upper storey of the Seagram Building. 

This opproach has compressed the space and rendered the 

image rather flat. in a monner reminiscent of Walker Evans. to 

whom Robinson was assistant from 1953 until 1957. However. it also 

tellingly allows Robinson to contras! and compare the Chrysler with 

ils Art Deco 'neighbours' - the RCA Victor Bu'lding and Waldorf

Astoria Hotet- which are in reality severo! blacks oway. 

righi 

DAVID MOORE (1927-2003) 

Central Sydney. 1963 

Gelatine silver prin! 

The famed Australien photogropher David Moore worked in severa! 

genres, but alter 1960 architecture held a spec·al fascination for 

him. He treated it in severa! different ways: formally. white 

working in the studio of Max Oupain: os a stimulus to preservation. 

demonstroted in his book The Australien Functional Tradition. 

which was published in 1988 with a tex! by the architect Philip Cox 

and which represented an ontipodeon version of de Maré and 

Richards's eorlier volume: and finolly. photojournalistically, as seen 

in this view of Sydney's busy shopping district. 

opposite 

BERNO and HILLA BECHER 
(Bernd Becher [born 1931] and Hilla Becher [born 1934]) 

Water To wer. Railway Station. Weil am Rhein. 
Germany. 1963 

Gelatine sitver print 

The pale sky. neutra! background and deadpan view are ali 

consistent lectures of the Bec hers' photogrophy. exemptes of 

which were included in the seminal New Topographies exhibition 

at the International Museum of Photography at George Eastman 

House in Rochester. New York (1975). alongside Lewis Boltz's 

photogrophs of desola te cityscapes. For artist Cart Andre. the 

Bechers' work echoed his Minimolist sculptures. For architecture 

critic Reyner Bonham. their photographs. though deliberately 

alienating and paradigme tic of a Post-modern world in which 

the once heroically treated Functionalist precursors of the 

Modern Movement had been sanitized. nevertheless underscored 

the hu mon inventiveness revealed by even the most modest 

industriel structures. 

Building with Light 
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opposite 

JOHN SZARKOWSKI (born 1925) 

Carson Pi rie Scott Building, Chicago, c. 1954 

Gelatine silver print 

Architect: Louis Sullivan 

Szarkowski's photogrophs were no in memoriam toment for the 

deco y of Sullivan's architecture but a celebration of its continuing 

vitot relationship with the everyday rituats of city tife. Taken either 

on a 5 x 4 inch (12.7 x 10.1 cm) Graphie view camera or. tess olten. 

with an automatic Rolleiftex. they combine convenronat 

architectural shots with photojournalistic images in which no 

attempt has been made to exctude the thronging crowds or the 

usuat urban trappings of telephone wires and sig nage. Whereas 

ether photographers emphasized the plain outtines of Sullivan's 

store to establish ils proto-Modernist credentials. Szarkowski 

undermined this argument by highlighting ils exuberant ornament. 

right 

JOHAN VAN DER KEUKEN (1938-2001) 

Centraal Beheer Office Building, Apeldoorn, 
The Netherlands, c. 1974 

Gelatine sitver print 

Architect: Herman Hertzberger 

Hertzberger has criticized conventionat architectural photography 

for being "eut off from !ife and unpeopted" and representing more 

of "a portrait of the architect himsetf and his client" thon a living 

building.~ Instead, he has pteaded for photography to concentra te 

on the "habitable space between things" thot "represents a shift in 

attention from the official levet to the informai, to where ordinary 

day-ta-day lives are led, and thot means in the margins between 

the established meanings of explicit function". This new sensibitity 

was weil seen in the images of the film editer and photographer 

Johan van der Keuken. 
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ab ove 

JOHN DONAT <born1933l 

Boots. Nottingham. 1968 

Gelatine silver print 

Architecls: Skidmore Owings & Merrill with Yorke Rosenberg 

& Mardall 

Alter briefly practising architecture. Donat took up photography 

professionally in lhe early 1960s. Lambasling lhe "ponderous 

predictability" of conventional archilectural photography, he 

exclusivety used smoll cameras - a 35 mm Nikon and 21
/, inch 

(5.7 cm) square Hasselblad- to depict buildings in use and 

context. His work reflects his belief thot "bec a use architectural 

photographs are a substitule for the experience of buildings for 

most of us, it is far more important for a photographer ta recrea te 

thot experience through the lens lhan to take a few perfect and 

beautiful photographs"."This could even enlai! forsaking the 

usual obsession with sunshine to pholograph in therain. 

Building with Light 

opposite top 

PATRICK WARD (born 1937) 

The Richness of East End Life Is Reptaced 
by Monotony and lnhumanity 
Page spread from 'Manplan 1: Frustration', Architectural Review, 

vol. 146. September 1969 

The controversial 'Monptan' series wos the high-water mark of 

photojournalism applied lo architectural image-making. Following 

polemical special numbers such as 'Outrage' (June 1955). the entire 

magazine was given over to those campaigning subjecls thot had 

customarily formed parentheses lo its coverage of significant 

buildings. Each of lhe eight 'Manplan' issues was devoted to a 

guest photographer's interpretation of a specifie theme. Magnum's 

lan Berry, for exempte, covered society. health and welfare in 

'Manplans' 2 and 6. This image is typical in its use of an extrema 

wide-angle lens ta thrust the viewer into the frame. 

opposite bottom 

TONY RAY-JONES (1941-1972) 

Pepys Estate. Deptford. London. 1970 

Gelatine silver print 

Archilects: Grea ter London Council. Department of Architecture 

and Civic Design 

Generally acknowledged to have been among Britain's finest 

social documentary photographers. Tony Ray-Jones owed much 

to the work of Robert Frank and Bill Brandt. as weil as lo the street 

photography of Lee Friedlander and Gerry Winogrand. which he 

encountered white studying and working in America. He brought 

these social concerns ta beer on the tess well-known architectural 

subjecls to which. at the end of his life. he briefly turned, partly as 

a result of a commission from Architectural Review for its 'Manplon' 

series. The naturolism of this 35 mm shot is for removed from Snoek 

and Einzig's more formol imagery. 
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